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Abstract—We present a modern seismological study of the

earthquake of 26 June 1941 in the Andaman Islands, the largest

pre-2004 event along that section of the India-Burma plate

boundary. Despite a large conventional magnitude (MPAS ¼ 8:1),

it generated at best a mediocre tsunami for which no definitive

quantitative reports are available. We show that the 1941 earth-

quake took place under the Andaman accretionary prism and

consisted of a composite event, whose nucleating phase had a

strike-slip mechanism incompatible with a data set of spectral

amplitudes of mantle Rayleigh and Love waves. Combining this

initial phase with a larger normal faulting mechanism can reconcile

them with P-wave first motions, reports of subsidence on the

eastern coast of the Andaman Islands and the small amplitudes of

any putative tsunami. The small tsunami results from a combina-

tion of that mechanism and of a source located under the islands

themselves and in shallow water, implying a reduction in amplitude

under Green’s law when transitioning to a deeper basin.

Key words: Tsunami, Andaman Islands, historical

earthquakes.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to conduct a modern

reassessment of the large 1941 earthquake in the

Andaman Islands, which featured a surprisingly low

tsunami (Rajendran 2013), given its conventional

magnitude, MPAS ¼ 8:1 (Gutenberg and Richter

1954).

The Andaman Islands, located in the forearc of

the northern extension of the Sumatra Trench

(Cochran 2010), constitute the emerged part of a

large accretionary prism approximately 400 by 100

km, with basement rocks formed in the Cretaceous

and uplifted starting in the Eocene as a result of the

Indian-Eurasian collision (Curray 2005).

The earthquake took place at 11:52 GMT on 26

June 1941, with an epicenter in the immediate

vicinity of the Andaman Islands. In this area, the

convergence between the Indian plate and the Sunda

block, as determined, e.g., by the REVEL model, is

extremely oblique, striking N14�E at 6.7 cm/year

(Sella et al. 2002); furthermore, this motion is obvi-

ously partitioned given the abundant seismicity of the

Andaman Sea, where an active spreading center is

present (Fitch 1972), thus defining a ‘‘Burma’’ or

‘‘Andaman-Sumatra’’ plate sliver (Fig. 1), delineated

by the northern extension of the Sumatra Fault Sys-

tem, which evolves into the Andaman Sea spreading

center (Diehl et al. 2013).

The 1941 earthquake was originally given a

‘‘Pasadena’’ magnitude MPAS ¼ 8:1 by Gutenberg

and Richter (1954). This value can be confirmed by

an examination of B. Gutenberg’s notepads (Good-

stein et al. 1980). Richter (1958, p. 712) later

proposed a significantly larger magnitude of 8.7, this

discrepancy having the hallmarks of a departure from

scaling laws, and suggesting that the 1941 earthquake

may not be a traditional subduction event, by analogy

with the case of the great 1933 Sanriku earthquake, as

detailed by Okal et al. (2016, p. 1497). Abe (1981)

recomputed a body-wave magnitude mB ¼ 8:0,

using relatively long-period waves (8 s), and a sur-

face-wave magnitude Ms ¼ 7:7. Brune and Engen

(1969) used Love wave spectral amplitudes to obtain

a 100-s magnitude M100 ¼ 8:0, corresponding to a

moment M0 ¼ 1028 dyn cm, according to Brune

(1968, Fig. 1). Any of these values makes the 1941

event the largest earthquake along the India-Burma

plate boundary since the dawn of instrumental seis-

mology and prior to the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman

mega-event. Kanamori (1977) proposed a
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significantly smaller seismic moment M0 ¼
3 � 1027 dyn cm ‘‘from the 100-s magnitude.’’

A classical interpretation of the 1941 earthquake

as expressing the subduction of the Indian plate under

the Andaman plate (e.g., Bilham et al. 2005) gives

rise to a significant problem in that the 2004 rupture

propagated over its epicentral area, where it resulted

in substantial seismic slip release; for example, Tsai

et al.’s (2005) composite solution for the 2004 event

positions a source of moment 1029 dyn cm only 100

km south of the 1941 event, with a slightly smaller

one (8 � 1028 dyn cm) off North Andaman Island.

Similarly, Ishii et al.’s (2005; Fig. 4) reverse imaging

source tomography features a density of seismic
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Figure 1
Sketch of the plate tectonics framework of the study area. The solid lines are plate boundaries, adapted from Bird’s (2003) model. Dashed

lines represent diffuse or uncertain boundaries. The large star shows the epicenter of the 1941 event and the circles those of recent (blue) and

pre-instrumental (green) mega-earthquakes
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release (per unit area) over the Andaman Islands of

65–70% of its maximum along the whole rupture.

These results were confirmed, e.g., by the inversion

of GPS data, which suggested slips on the order of

7–10 m (e.g., Chlieh et al. 2007) and by a combined

inversion of GPS, tide gauge and satellite altimetry

data, requiring slips of 7–12 m in the same area

(Lorito et al. 2010). All these estimates of displace-

ment in 2004 are at least twice the slip accumulated

during the 63 years separating the 1941 and 2004

events, even under the assumption of a non-parti-

tioned boundary taking up the full convergence

between the Indian and Sunda plates; they suggest

that the 1941 event was not an interplate thrust

earthquake.

The tsunami generated by the 1941 Andaman

earthquake constitutes another, highly controversial

issue. Murty (1984) reported the observation of a

tsunami with an amplitude of 0.75–1.25 m on the

eastern coast of India (from unspecified sources), and

later Murty and Rafiq (1991) suggested that it resul-

ted in 5000 deaths in India. However, Ortı́z and

Bilham (2003) and Bilham et al. (2005) have failed to

unravel any scientific or press evidence to support

this assertion (in contrast, e.g., to the Car Nicobar

event of 1881), casting strong doubt on its veracity: it

is extremely unlikely that a 1–m tsunami would result

in such a death toll. It would make it the most lethal

tsunami in the far field in the twentieth century and

the second or third most lethal one regardless of

distance, surpassed clearly only by the 1952 Kam-

chatka event, a seismologically much larger event

(Smyshlyaev 2003), and perhaps comparable to the

1976 Mindanao event for which the repartition of the

5000 to 8000 casualties between earthquake and

tsunami is unclear. In particular, a human disaster of

this scope should have been widely reported in the

press, which was not the case, as forcefully expressed

by Rajendran (2013). Further, it would have required

catastrophic waves at the epicenter, which have not

been documented in the Andaman Islands (which in

1941 were not yet under Japanese occupation).

Jhingran (1953) gives a detailed account of the

macroseismic effects of the 1941 earthquake, but

makes only a vague mention of a tsunami (‘‘there is

no doubt that extensive waves were forced at least

around the Andaman Islands’’), with no specific

description at any location. Following Rajendran

(2013), we conclude that the 1941 earthquake was

probably not accompanied by a substantial tsunami

either in the vicinity of its epicenter or a fortiori on

the coast of India.

These questions motivate a fresh look at the 1941

Andaman earthquake, which is the subject of this

article. We will show that the event has a composite

mechanism and does not represent an episode of

subduction of the Indian plate.

2. Relocation

The 1941 earthquake was originally located by

the International Seismological Summary (ISS) at

(12:4�N; 92:5�E), an epicenter simply rounded to the

nearest half-degree (12:5�N; 92:5�E) by Gutenberg

and Richter (1954); by contrast, the USGS solution

(12:8�N; 92:7�E) is about 50 km to the north. Modern

relocations include the Centennial Catalog solution

(Engdahl and Villaseñor 2002) (12:149�N;

92:478�E), Bilham et al.’s (2005) (12:13�N; 92:49�E)

and the ISC-GEM solution (Storchak et al. 2015)

(12:017�N; 92:575�E).

We conducted our own relocation, based on the

ISS data set and using the interactive iterative algo-

rithm of Wysession et al. (1991), which yielded an

epicenter at (12:21�N; 92:55�E), only 10 km from the

Centennial Catalog’s and 22 km from the ISC-GEM

source. All these relocations are summarized in

Fig. 2, which also shows our Monte Carlo confidence

ellipse, obtained by injecting Gaussian noise into the

data set with a standard deviation rG ¼ 4:5 s, ade-

quate for an event in the early 1940s.

We found that the ISS data set of arrival times

cannot constrain depth, a conclusion shared by Stor-

chak et al. (2015), who used a fixed depth (20 km);

by contrast, Engdahl and Villaseñor (2002) proposed

a floated depth of 49 km. In Fig. 3a, and following

Rees and Okal (1987), we examine the r.m.s. resid-

uals for constrained-depth relocations, as a function

of source depth; we find a very weak increase with

depth, suggestive of a shallow source, but with no

resolvable trend in the first � 40 km. The minimal

moveout of the resulting epicenters is shown by the

small open circles in Fig. 2 and in cross section in
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Fig. 3b against a background of unrelocated seis-

micity (1963–2015; 11�N–14�N; M [ 5), defining a

seismogenic zone extending to � 40 km; in this

context, the 49-km depth proposed by Engdahl and

Villaseñor (2002) may be acceptable, but could also

be an artifact of interpreting secondary arrivals as
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Figure 2
Relocation of the 1941 mainshock. Our relocation is shown as the red star, together with its Monte Carlo ellipse. The small open circles show

the minimal moveout of the epicenter as a function of constrained source depth, from 20 to 150 km. ISS (light blue) and relocated ISC-GEM

(dark blue) solutions shown as triangles, Gutenberg and Richter’s (1954) as an inverted green triangle, Engdahl and Villaseñor’s (2002) as a

brown square and Bilham et al.’s (2005) as a magenta diamond; the USGS location is the yellow diamond. Isobaths every 200 m (green), then

from 1000 m every 500 m (blue). The large gray arrow on the left shows the motion of India with respect to Sunda in the REVEL model (Sella

et al. 2002)
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depth phases because of the source complexity which

will be documented below. At any rate, the lack of

resolution of hypocentral depth prevents a definitive

positioning of the source with respect to the plate

interface.

It is remarkable that all proposed epicenters (and

our confidence ellipse) are located on the accre-

tionary shelf, as defined in Fig. 2 by the 200-m

contour, and mostly on its submerged part, below sea

level.

2.1. Aftershocks

Table 1 and Fig. 4 detail our relocation solutions

for the mainshock and 16 aftershocks occurring

within the remainder of 1941 from travel-time data

listed by the ISS. We label them as ‘‘post-shocks’’

(Code P), as opposed to genuine aftershocks (Code

A), events relocating outside the cluster of confidence

ellipses and interpreted as triggered by stress transfer

outside the zone of rupture of the mainshock; note in

particular that Event P3 is the only one (with P15,

about 200 km away) relocating outside the Andaman

ridge. Only two genuine aftershocks (A11 and A13)

were assigned magnitudes (in both instances,

MPAS ¼ 6:0); they are shown in blue. They can be

assumed to be the largest aftershocks; significantly,

they seem to occur at the southern boundary of the

fault area, thus supporting, in the case of this large

event, the model of Ebel and Chambers (2016)

obtained for smaller intraplate earthquakes.

Figure 4 suggests a fault area extending approx-

imately 150 km� 80 km, which would correspond to

a moment on the order of 1:6 � 1028 dyn cm

assuming that the earthquake follows scaling laws

(Geller 1976).

3. Focal Mechanism

A focal mechanism of the 1941 earthquake

(hereafter ‘‘RV’’) was compiled by Ritsema and

Veldkamp (1960) using polarities of P and S waves,

based on questionnaires sent to worldwide stations; a

modern description of its geometry features a very

shallow angle thrust: (/ ¼ 56�, d ¼ 5�, k ¼ 90�).

However, the authors comment that the mechanism is

poorly constrained, with ‘‘great possible variation’’ in

the null axis and one of the planes. Wickens and

Hodgson (1967, p. 43) later optimized this solution

and proposed comparable mechanisms (‘‘WH1’’,

/ ¼ 81�, d ¼ 1�, k ¼ 117�; ‘‘WH2’’, / ¼ 64�,

d ¼ 17�, k ¼ 100�). For the purpose of tsunami

simulations, Ramana Murthy et al. (2011) and Sri-

vastava et al. (2012) proposed low-angle thrust

mechanisms (‘‘RM’’, / ¼ 20�, d ¼ 20�, k ¼ 90�;

‘‘SR’’, / ¼ 356�, d ¼ 12�, k ¼ 90�, respectively),

but did not detail their sources.

We were able to read a data set of 15 P-wave first

motions on copies of records at teleseismic stations,

complemented by three polarities reported to the ISS

for which records could not be inspected, with all

pertinent information listed in Table 2. As shown in

Fig. 5, this data set constrains the solution from this

study (‘‘TS’’) to a strike-slip mechanism (/ ¼ 290�,

(a)

(b)

Figure 3
a Variation of r.m.s residual as a function of depth for constrained-

depth relocations of the 1941 mainshock. Note lack of resolution

above 40 km. b Cross section of epicentral area along the azimuth

280�–100�. The red dot is the preferred relocation, the open blue

circles the hypocentral solutions obtained at constrained depths

from 20 to 150 km. Background seismicity from NEIC catalog

(1970–2016) in gray, suggesting a depth less than 40 km
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d ¼ 80�, k ¼ 171�), rotated 89� from Ritsema and

Veldkamp’s (1960) in the formalism of Kagan (1991)

and similarly 92�, 87�, 99� and 105� from mecha-

nisms WH1, WH2, RM and SR, respectively (out of a

maximum of 120�). This very significant difference

from previously published mechanisms must be

considered robust, given the adequate distribution of

stations on the focal sphere (see Fig. 5), whose

overwhelming majority were read individually as part

of this study.

In anticipation of the results of Sect. 4, we

emphasize that the TS mechanism is derived from

first-motion P waves and as such characterizes only

the nucleation of the event, which will prove to be a

complex earthquake; in particular, it will be found to

be incompatible with long-period surface wave

spectral amplitudes.

4. Estimation of Long-Period Seismic Moment

and Low-Frequency Mechanism

Table 3 lists mantle waves for which we obtained

scans of records, which we digitized and processed

through the Mm mantle magnitude algorithm (Okal

and Talandier 1989). Results are shown in Fig. 6 in

terms of the magnitude Mc corrected for the focal

mechanism TS, obtained from the first motions in

Sect. 3. That focal geometry clearly misfits the dis-

tribution of spectral amplitude among stations, with,

for example, Rayleigh and Love waves at COL

requiring moments differing by � 2:5 orders of

magnitude, as do Love waves at HON and TUC.

We are thus drawn to envision that the 1941 event

must have featured a composite focal mechanism,

with the first arrivals controlled by an initial strike-

slip mechanism, followed by a main event with a

different geometry controlling the spectral amplitude

of mantle waves. We attempted to invert the mantle

magnitude data set using the PDFM method (Rey-

mond and Okal 2000), which we have successfully

applied to a number of historical events (e.g., Okal

2005), but, unfortunately, we could not obtain a

stable inversion. In this context, we resorted to a trial-

and-error method to constrain the low-frequency

mechanism of the 1941 earthquake.

In the introduction, we pointed out that significant

moment release over the Andaman Islands during the

2004 event suggests that the 1941 earthquake was not

a typical low-angle thrust event at the subduction

interface and thus the main non-strike-slip component

of its mechanism cannot be inferred simply by the

plate tectonic context. We verified in particular that

the focal geometry of the great 2004 earthquake does

Table 1

Events relocated in this study

Code of event Date D M (J) Y Origin Time (GMT) Latitude (�N) Longitude (�E) Arrival times r.m.s (s) Magnitude MPAS

Read Kept

M1 26 JUN (177) 1941 11:52:00.5 12.21 92.55 96 95 2.97 8.1

A2 27 JUN (178) 1941 07:32:46.2 12.11 92.56 17 14 4.58

P3 27 JUN (178) 1941 08:32:19.2 11.87 91.93 24 22 4.86

A4 27 JUN (178) 1941 19:04:04.8 11.73 92.73 15 11 4.47

A5 28 JUN (179) 1941 17:55:22.3 12.21 93.40 15 14 3.47

A6 28 JUN (179) 1941 23:07:17.2 9.62 90.00 10 9 4.00

A7 30 JUN (181) 1941 03:13:42.9 12.78 92.72 9 9 5.47

A8 30 JUN (181) 1941 18:23:32.6 12.04 92.69 34 34 3.92

A9 02 JUL (183) 1941 02:42:03.4 11.99 93.03 18 18 3.57

A10 09 JUL (190) 1941 00:39:10.0 12.23 93.16 13 13 4.15

A11 14 JUL (195) 1941 02:02:26.7 11.88 92.79 24 23 4.26 6.0

A12 21 JUL (202) 1941 20:19:30.0 12.47 92.63 13 11 2.73

A13 09 AUG (221) 1941 22:17:37.7 12.06 92.79 37 35 5.21 6.0

A14 19 AUG (231) 1941 16:19:28.9 8.41 93.36 34 33 5.51

P15 30 AUG (242) 1941 16:44:33.7 10.73 94.35 26 21 2.82

A16 21 SEP (264) 1941 18:53:32.0 12.68 92.77 14 12 3.90

A17 23 OCT (296) 1941 21:02:35.9 12.61 93.27 15 12 3.46
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not fit our spectral amplitudes, with the Love waves

at CTO and COL requiring moments varying by 2.5

orders of magnitude.

Faced with this condition, we explored the dis-

tribution of focal mechanisms in the background

seismicity of the epicentral area. For this purpose, we

extracted from the Global CMT catalog (Dziewonski

et al. 1981; Ekström et al. 2012) all 64 shallow

solutions (h � 100 km) in a box delimited by lati-

tudes 11�N–14�N and longitudes 92�E–93.5�E; we
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Figure 4
Map of relocations for the 17 events listed in Table 1. Each event is shown as its preferred epicenter, surrounded by its Monte Carlo ellipse.

Genuine aftershocks are shown in dark red, the two large ones with a published magnitude in blue and the ‘‘postshocks’’ triggered by stress

outside of the presumed rupture zone in gray; the mainshock is shown as the black star. See text for details
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regard them as representative of stresses existing in

the vicinity of the 1941 epicenter. We note that an

overwhelming majority of these events (46 out of 64)

took place in the aftermath of the great 2004 earth-

quake, presumably as the result of stress transfer. We

further classify them as strike-slip (15 events), nor-

mal (13) or thrust (18) if their null, compressional or

tensional axes, respectively, dip more than 50�; the

remaining 18 events are considered hybrid. This

classification is inspired by the formalism of ternary

diagrams introduced by Frohlich and Apperson

(1992). In each category, we further define an average

mechanism as the best double-couple of the sum of

the relevant moment tensors, unweighted by scalar

moment, and explore the coherence of the group by

analyzing the distribution of ‘‘Kagan’’ angles of solid

rotation (Kagan 1991) between individual events and

the average mechanism; we recall that the theoretical

maximum value for a Kagan angle is 120�.

Results, listed in Table 4, indicate that normal

faulting events (all but one post-Sumatra) are rea-

sonably well grouped around their average

mechanism, being rotated from it an average Kagan

angle of 28� � 10�. So are thrust events, but in their

RV

RM

SRWH1 WH2

Figure 5
Top left (TS): focal mechanism obtained in this study from P-wave first motions. Solid dots represent upwards (anaseismic) first motions,

open dots downwards (kataseismic) ones; smaller symbols relate to data retrieved unverified from the ISS. Bottom and right: mechanisms

proposed in previous studies. See text for details
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case, the average mechanism differs significantly (by

a 57� Kagan angle) from that of the 2004 mega-

earthquake, supporting the idea that these earth-

quakes may not be located at the subduction

interface; we note also that many (11 out of 18)

occurred prior to the 2004 mega-earthquake. In both

instances, the average mechanism gives a fair repre-

sentation of the population of geometries of strain

release in the epicentral area. By contrast, the strike-

slip events (all of which postdate the 2004 mega-

earthquake) are more scattered in geometry, with a

mean Kagan angle of 40� with respect to their aver-

age mechanism; the latter is also 70� away from the

mechanism (TS) inferred from the first motions in

Sect. 3. A similar conclusion is reached for the hybrid

group.

In this context, we select the two average mech-

anisms for normal and thrust faulting events (with

moment tensors MN and MT, respectively) and

recompute corrected mantle magnitudes Mc for

composite mechanisms obtained by adding the

moment tensor of the first motion (MTS, as derived in

Sect. 3), weighted by a variable coefficient a

Mcomposite ¼ aMTS þ ð1 � aÞMN;T: ð1Þ

Finally, we optimize a by trial and error, so as to

minimize the scatter in the resulting Mc values. As

shown in Fig. 7, the best results are obtained with the

normal faulting average solution and a parameter

a ¼ 0:20; an acceptable but less satisfactory fit is

also obtained with the thrusting mechanism

(a ¼ 0:21).

We note in Fig. 7 that neither of the two solutions

features a significant increase of moment with peri-

ods, the (negative) slope of the regression of Mc with

frequency being 0.04 (normal faulting) and 0.05

(thrust) logarithmic units per mHz, well within the

range of typical subduction zone events; we recall

(Okal and Saloor 2017; Salaree and Okal 2018) that

Table 2

First-motion data set used in this study

Station Distance

(�)
Azimuth

(�)
First

motionb

Code Locationa

Read in this study

TAS Tashkent, Uzbekistan 35.5 329 d

IRK Irkutsk, Russia 41.1 11 d

BAK Baku, Azerbaijan 46.9 315 d

MIZ Mizusawa, Japan 49.0 252 u

PER Perth, Western Australia 49.4 154 d

TIF Tbilisi, Georgia 50.9 314 d

PUL Pulkovo, Russia 65.7 331 d

ATU Athens, Greece 65.9 306 u

GTT Göttingen, Germany 75.9 320 d

DBN De Bilt, The Netherlands 78.8 321 d

CTO Cape Town, South

Africa

84.0 234 u

COL College, Alaska 90.9 22 d

PAS Pasadena, California 125.3

(PKP)

31 u

TUC Tucson, Arizona 130.3

(PKP)

26 u

SJG San Juan, Puerto Rico 143.2

(PKP)

325 u

Transcribed from ISS

MAN Manila, Philippines 27.8 82 u

TAN Antananarivo,

Madagascar

54.1 236 u

HLW Helwan, Egypt 59.1 298 u

aLocations and countries reflect present political boundaries
bu: anaseismic (‘‘up’’); d: kataseismic (‘‘down’’)

Table 3

Mantle waves used in the moment determination

Station Distance (�) Azimuth (�) Intrument type Phases used

Code Location

DBN De Bilt, The Netherlands 78.8 321 Golitsyn R1, G1, G3

CTO Cape Town, South Africa 84.0 234 Milne Shaw G1

COL College, Alaska 90.9 22 McRomberg R1, G1

AUC Auckland, New Zealand 91.2 127 Milne-Shaw G1

HON Honolulu, Hawaii 103.1 64 Milne-Shaw R1, G1

PAS Pasadena, California 125.3 31 Benioff 1–90 G3

TUC Tucson, Arizona 130.3 26 Benioff 1–77 G1

SJG San Juan, Puerto Rico 143.2 325 Wenner G1
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slow events, such as tsunami earthquakes, feature an

absolute slope in excess of 0.07 logarithmic units per

mHz.

In conclusion, our preferred solution is a com-

posite focal mechanism (‘‘NO’’) in which the strike-

slip nucleation features the TS mechanism

(/ ¼ 290�, d ¼ 80�, k ¼ 171�) with a moment

MTS
0 ¼ 2:2 � 1027 dyn cm followed by a normal

faulting event (/ ¼ 214�, d ¼ 54�, k ¼ �68�) with

a moment MNF
0 ¼ 8:7 � 1027 dyn cm. An alterna-

tive solution (‘‘TH’’) could feature a moment

MTS
0 ¼ 2:5 � 1027 dyn cm for the TS nucleation,

followed by a thrust faulting event (/ ¼ 346�,

d ¼ 40�, k ¼ 79�) with a moment MTF
0 ¼

9:6 � 1027 dyn cm. Either of these combinations

reconciles the data set of the first motions obtained in

Sect. 3 with the spectral amplitudes of mantle waves

at the eight stations listed in Table 3. Figure 8 illus-

trates the combination of mechanisms involved in the

NO and TH mechanisms. We emphasize, however,

that the final ‘‘beachballs’’ for the composite mech-

anisms do not represent the distribution of first

motions on the focal sphere, since the main non-

strike-slip component of the source is expected to be

delayed.

While the data set of spectral amplitudes of

mantle waves cannot discriminate between the

mainly normal (‘‘NO’’) and thrust (‘‘TH’’) mecha-

nisms, we turn our attention to the static offsets

described by Jhingran (1953), who reported

M0

(dyn*cm)

1029

1028

1027

1026

M
c

Figure 6
Mantle magnitudes Mc (Okal and Talandier 1989) corrected for the

strike-slip focal mechanism obtained from first motions. The

horizontal dashed line is the value averaged over all measurements

and the colored band the 1–r range. Note the widely scattered

distribution of results, in particular the incompatibility between G1

values at HON and TUC or COL

Table 4

Characteristics of background global CMT seismicity in the

Andaman Islands, 1976–2018

Type Number of

events

Average

mechanism

Kagan angle

Total Pre-2004 / (�) d (�) k (�) Average ±

r.m.s. (�)

Normal 13 1 223 40 - 68 28 ± 10

Thrust 18 11 346 40 79 30 ± 10

Strike-slip 15 0 268 75 - 16 40 ± 18

Hybrid 18 5 176 84 125 46 ± 29

M
c

M
c

(a)

(b)

Normal Faulting (80%) + Strike-Slip (20%)

Thrust Faulting (79%) + Strike-Slip (21%)

Figure 7
a Same as Fig. 6 for the preferred mechanism obtained by

combining the average normal faulting mechanism (/ ¼ 223�;
d ¼ 40�; k ¼ � 68�; weighted 80%) with the first-motion strike-

slip mechanism, weighted 20%. Note the much reduced scatter.

b Same as a for the average thrust faulting mechanism. See text for

details
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subsidence of � 70 cm (‘‘2� 2 1
2
ft.’’) at Port Blair

and farther north along the eastern coast of the main

island group at a number of locations that we have

identified as lying between latitudes 12:10�N and

12:40�N. By contrast, and despite a report of more

extensive damage, Jhingran (1953) mentions no ver-

tical motion on the much less populated west coast.

In Fig. 9, we compute static displacements due to

the ‘‘TH’’ and ‘‘NO’’ mechanisms using the formal-

ism of Mansinha and Smylie (1971). The

computations are performed by superimposing the

fields produced by the two components to the source,

as described by Eq. (1). An additional complexity

stems from a possible lateral offset between the

strike-slip precursor and the mainshock; in this con-

text, Fig. 9 represents the results of a trial-and-error

search optimizing fits to both the above reports of

static motion and the tsunami simulations in Sect. 5

for which they serve as initial conditions.

A robust property of the mechanisms tested is that,

regardless of the lateral offset between the two com-

ponents, a ‘‘TH’’ mechanism produces a strong uplift

flanked by areas of marginal subsidence (Fig. 9b),

while an ‘‘NO’’ mechanism results in a strong

subsidence flanked by minor uplift. In this context, the

reports of systematic subsidence extending from Port

Blair to the north clearly favor the ‘‘NO’’ geometry and

cannot be reconciled with a ‘‘TH’’ mechanism. The

preferred mechanism shown in Fig. 9a features a nor-

mal component offset 40 km in the azimuth N135�E

from the nucleation epicenter. It does replicate the

subsidence reports and concentrates most of the

vertical deformation on the Andaman ridge (loosely

defined as the 200-m isobath, in red in Fig. 9, which

will play an important role in the inefficient genera-

tion of the tsunami (see Sect. 5 below).

5. Tsunami Simulations

In this section, we use the composite mechanisms

derived in Sect. 4 to simulate the generation of a

tsunami in the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea,

and its propagation in the Indian Ocean, seeking in

particular to explain the absence of confirmed reports

of significant inundation during the 1941 earthquake.

Our simulations use the MOST algorithm (Titov

and Synolakis 1998; Titov et al. 2016), which solves

+ =

+ =

NO

TH

Figure 8
Top: illustration of the combination of the nucleating strike-slip mechanism (left) and of the average background normal faulting double-

couple (center) resulting in the preferred ‘‘NO’’ composite mechanism (right). Bottom: same for the ‘‘TH’’ mechanism. The small numbers

above the beachballs represent the seismic moments (in units of 1027 dyn cm) used in the various combinations. See text for details
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the full non-linear equations of hydrodynamics under

the shallow-water approximation, by finite differ-

ences and through the method of alternate steps

(Godunov 1959). MOST has been extensively vali-

dated through comparisons with laboratory and field

data, per standard international protocols (Synolakis

et al. 2008); full details can be found in Synolakis

(2003).

As initial conditions for the vertical displacements

of the sea surface, g ðt ¼ 0þÞ, we use the field of

static deformations resulting from the seismic dislo-

cation, computed through the algorithm of Mansinha

and Smylie (1971) in the geometry of a homogeneous

half-space. This approximation is appropriate as the

rise time of an earthquake is always much shorter

than the characteristic time needed by a tsunami wave

to flush the displaced water out of the generation area

(e.g., Saito and Furumura 2009; Dalrymple and

Derakhti 2018). For the composite mechanisms used

in the present study, we superimpose the fields of

deformation of the two individual subevents. In the

absence of information on any possible spatial offset

between the two subevents, we start by simply

locating both at our preferred epicenter (12:21�N;

92:55�E). The simulation uses a 5-arcmin grid and a

10-s time step, satisfying the CFL stability condition

(Courant et al. 1928); it is carried on for 5000 s and is

stopped at the 20-m isobath in the vicinity of

coastlines.

Figure 10 shows the results of our simulation for

the normal faulting composite mechanism in the form

of the field of maximum amplitudes gmax of vertical

water displacement during the simulated 5000-s

window. The tsunami remains very small

(gmax \ 3 cm) over most of the Bay of Bengal and

does not leak into the main Indian Ocean Basin. It

remains smaller than 10 cm at the 20-m isobath

where the computation is stopped, off most of the

coastlines across the Bay of Bengal. In the Andaman

Islands, it predictably affects mostly the western
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Figure 9
a Field of static displacements g ðx; y; 0þÞ for the composite mechanism ‘‘NO’’, featuring a normal faulting mainshock offset 40 km in the

azimuth N135�E from the strike-slip nucleator, superimposed on morphologic and bathymetric data. The red contour outlines the 200-m

isobath, the dark blue ones the 1000-m, 2000-m and 3000-m ones. Note that most of the deformation occurs within the range of the 200-m

isobath. b Same as a for the thrust model ‘‘TH’’. See text for details
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coasts, which in 1941 were far less populated that the

eastern ones, and remain to this day. The tsunami

amplitude on the high seas off the main city of Port

Blair remains centimetric.

Similarly, Fig. 11 presents the field gmax for the

thrust composite mechanism. Amplitudes along the

shorelines of the Bay of Bengal reach observable

levels (� 15 cm at the 20-m isobath) along some

eastern shores of India. In the Andaman Islands, the

maxima are generally smaller on the eastern coasts

and larger on the western ones.

In Fig. 12, we consider the preferred composite

source ‘‘NO’’ described in Sect. 4, which features a

spatial offset of 40 km in the N135�E azimuth

between the nucleating strike-slip mechanism and the

main normal faulting component. Under this

scenario, the amplitudes at the 20-m isobath along the

Indian and Western Burmese coasts are reduced to

about 2 cm, while they are slightly increased, to about

5 cm, along the eastern shores of the Andaman Sea,

in Eastern Burma and Western Thailand. In the

Andaman Islands, the distribution of gmax is also

altered, with larger amplitudes on the eastern shores

and reduced ones in the west. On the eastern shores,

where the population (and hence the potential for

observation) was highest, e.g., in Port Blair, the 20-m

amplitudes reach about 30 cm. In Fig. 13, we move

the thrust fault component of the ‘‘TH’’ mechanism

50 km in the N15�E direction. Again, the general

pattern of gmax is retained, with this time smaller

amplitudes on the shores of the Bay of Bengal and

Figure 10
Maps of the field of maximum amplitudes gmax for the composite normal faulting mechanism. Left: Bay of Bengal and adjoining areas. Right:

close-up around the Andaman Islands. The computation is stopped at the 20-m isobath. The bull’s eye symbol shows the location of the capital

and main population center, Port Blair
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especially on the eastern coasts of the Andaman

Islands.

In very general terms, all our simulations predict

rather deceptive amplitudes for an earthquake with a

total moment of 1028 dyn cm. In physical terms, we

can identify several reasons contributing to a reduc-

tion of gmax, in both the near field (on the islands) and

far field, across the Bay of Bengal. The mere pres-

ence of the Andaman Islands significantly reduces the

area of ocean floor where water is displaced coseis-

mically; in simple terms, the earthquake moves more

rock and less water. This situation is strikingly rem-

iniscent of the geometry of the 2005 Nias earthquake,

whose domain of rupture was significantly overlain

by emerged land, namely the Nias and Simeulue

Islands. Because of its much larger size, the 2005

earthquake did generate a significant tsunami; how-

ever, it did not reach the catastrophic proportions that

its moment [1:4 � 1029 dyn cm (Okal and Stein

2009)] would have suggested, especially in the near

field where considerable damage was wrought by the

earthquake (Boen 2006).

In addition, the remainder of the source area of

the 1941 earthquake is located under very shallow

water, most of it\ 200 m deep (Fig. 9). As a result,

the tsunami falters according to Green’s (1837) law,

when it transitions to the deeper waters of the Bay of

Bengal. This situation is again reminiscent of the

2005 Nias event, which produced a negligible tsu-

nami in the far field, despite its large seismic moment

(Okal and Synolakis 2008). Finally, the composite

nature of the focal mechanism, involving a strike-slip

component of about 1/5 of the total moment, reduces

the vertical deformation in the epicentral area, and

hence the amplitude of the tsunami, especially in the

near field.

Figure 11
Same as Fig. 10 for the composite thrust mechanism
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From the observational standpoint, and for all the

models envisioned, the tsunami amplitudes at the

20-m depth where the computations are terminated

are larger on the western shores of the Andaman

Islands, away from the populated centers including

the main city of Port Blair, which are located on the

eastern shores.

6. Conclusion

We have revisited the 1941 Andaman earthquake,

the largest in the 20th century in that part of the

India-Burma plate boundary. We conclude that it

cannot be interpreted as an interplate thrust event

expressing the subduction of the Indian plate. The

distribution of its teleseismic first motions requires

nucleation as a strike-slip mechanism, which is

however incompatible with the spectral amplitudes of

Rayleigh and Love waves at mantle periods, thus

requiring a composite mechanism. We prefer a nor-

mal faulting geometry for the main part of the source,

as it can fit the coseismic subsidence reported on the

eastern coast of the islands. That model predicts small

tsunami amplitudes along the coasts of the Bay of

Bengal, supporting the results of Ortı́z and Bilham

(2003), who failed to document any scientific or press

reports of a substantial tsunami in India; it is also

generally compatible with Jhingran’s (1953) qualita-

tive statement about ‘‘extensive waves…around the

Andaman Islands.’’

We emphasize again that our models are by no

means unique, and we do not pretend that our pre-

ferred one (‘‘NO’’; Figs. 9a, 12) is necessarily

representative of the true mechanism of the event.

Our purpose is merely to show that it is possible to

Figure 12
Same as Fig. 10 for a composite normal mechanism, where the normal component is moved 40 km in the N135�E direction
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build one (or several) models that can reconcile the

seismological data (first motions of body waves and

spectral amplitudes of surface waves at mantle peri-

ods), Jhingran’s (1953) reports of subsidence on the

eastern shore of the Andaman Islands and the med-

iocre amplitudes of any putative tsunami.

We stress that the existence of major earthquakes

deviating from an interplate thrust geometry is a

common occurrence at subduction zones, especially

those featuring oblique subduction. A further exam-

ple would be the West Aleutian subduction zone,

where mechanisms of all kinds (thrust, normal, strike-

slip, hybrid) are well documented in modern-day

seismicity.

Finally, this study reaffirms, if need be, the value

of historical records in sharpening our understanding

of tectonic processes at major plate boundaries,

where the recurrence times of significant earthquakes

can be much longer than the present extent of modern

digital networks, even when combined with their

analog predecessor, the World-Wide Standardized

Seismic Network (Okal 2015).
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